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ABSTRACT
𝑡 = 𝑡1

Deep graph generative models have recently received a surge of
attention due to its superiority of modeling realistic graphs in a
variety of domains, including biology, chemistry, and social science.
Despite the initial success, most, if not all, of the existing works are
designed for static networks. Nonetheless, many realistic networks
are intrinsically dynamic and presented as a collection of system
logs (i.e., timestamped interactions/edges between entities), which
pose a new research direction for us: how can we synthesize realistic
dynamic networks by directly learning from the system logs? In
addition, how can we ensure the generated graphs preserve both
the structural and temporal characteristics of the real data?
To address these challenges, we propose an end-to-end deep
generative framework named TagGen. In particular, we start with a
novel sampling strategy for jointly extracting structural and temporal context information from temporal networks. On top of that,
TagGen parameterizes a bi-level self-attention mechanism together
with a family of local operations to generate temporal random
walks. At last, a discriminator gradually selects generated temporal
random walks, that are plausible in the input data, and feeds them
to an assembling module for generating temporal networks. The
experimental results in seven real-world data sets across a variety of
metrics demonstrate that (1) TagGen outperforms all baselines in the
temporal interaction network generation problem, and (2) TagGen
significantly boosts the performance of the prediction models in
the tasks of anomaly detection and link prediction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Topology analysis and generation; • Theory
of computation → Dynamic graph algorithms.
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Figure 1: An example of temporal interaction networks. (a)
An online transaction network with five users. (b) The
corresponding system logs presented in the form of timestamped edges between users.
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INTRODUCTION

Graph presents a fundamental abstraction for modeling complex
systems in a variety of domains, ranging from chemistry [39], security [4, 16, 42], recommendation [25, 33], and social science [34].
Therefore, mimicking and generating realistic graphs have been
extensively studied in the past. The traditional graph generative
models are mostly designed to model a particular family of graphs
based on some specific structural assumptions, such as heavy-tailed
degree distribution [3], small diameter [10], local clustering [38], etc.
In addition to the traditional graph generative models, a surge of research efforts on deep generative models [12, 17] have been recently
observed in the task of graph generation. These approaches [5, 40]
are trained directly from the input graphs without incorporating
prior structural assumptions and often achieve promising performance in preserving diverse network properties of real networks.
Despite the initial success of deep generative models on graphs,
most of the existing techniques are designed for static networks.
Nonetheless, many real networks are intrinsically dynamic and
stored as a collection of system logs (i.e., timestamped edges between entities). For example, in Fig. 1, an online transaction network
can be intrinsically presented as a sequence of timestamped edges
(i.e., financial transactions) between users. When an online transaction is completed, a system log file (i.e., a timestamped edge from
one account to another) will be automatically generated and stored
in the system. A conventional way of modeling such dynamic systems is to construct time-evolving graphs [36, 44] by aggregating
timestamps into a sequence of snapshots. One drawback comes
from the uncertainty of defining the proper resolution of the timeevolving graphs. If the resolution is too fine, the massive number of
snapshots will bring intractable computational cost when training
deep generative models; if the resolution is too coarse, fine-grained
temporal context information (e.g., the addition/deletion of nodes
and edges) might be lost during the time aggregation.
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The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Problem definition
is introduced in Section 2, followed by the details of our proposed
framework TagGen in Section 3. Experimental results are reported
in Section 4. In Section 5, we review the existing literature before
we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2
Figure 2: A two-dimensional conceptual space of graph generative models.
Fig. 2 compares various graph generators in a two-dimensional
conceptual space in order to demonstrate the limitation of existing
techniques as compared to ours. In this paper, for the first time,
we aim to address the following three open challenges: (Q.1) Can
we directly learn from the raw temporal networks (i.e., temporal
interaction network) represented as a collection of timestamped
edges (see Fig. 1 (b)) instead of constructing the time-evolving
graphs? (Q.2) Can we develop an end-to-end deep generative model
that can ensure the generated graphs preserve the structural and
temporal characteristics (e.g., the heavy tail of degree distribution,
and shrinking network diameter over time) of the original data?
To this end, we propose TagGen, a deep graph generative model
for temporal interaction networks to tackle all of the aforementioned
challenges. We first propose a random walk sampling strategy to
jointly extract the key structural and temporal context information from the input graphs. On top of that, we develop a bi-level
self-attention mechanism which can be directly trained from the
extracted temporal random walks while preserving temporal interaction network properties. Moreover, we designed a novel network context generation scheme, which defines a family of local
operations to perform addition and deletion of nodes and edges,
thus mimicking the evolution of real dynamic systems. In particular, TagGen maintains the state of the graph and generates new
temporal edges by training from the extracted temporal random
walks [27]; the addition operation randomly chooses a node to be
connected with another one at a timestamp t; the deletion operation
randomly terminates the interaction between two nodes at timestamp t; all the proposed operations are either accepted or rejected
by a discriminator module in TagGen based on the current states
of the constructed graph. At last, the selected plausible temporal
random walks will be fed into an assembling module to generate
temporal networks.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• Problem. We formally define the problem of temporal interaction
network generation and identify its unique challenges arising from
real applications.
• Algorithm. We propose an end-to-end learning framework for
temporal interaction network generation, which can (1) directly
learn from a series of timestamped nodes and edges and (2) preserve the structural and temporal characteristics of the input data.
• Evaluations. We perform extensive experiments and case studies on seven real data sets, showing that TagGen achieves superior
performances compared with the previous methods in the tasks
of temporal graph generation and data augmentation.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The main symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table 1
of Appendix A. We formalize the graph generation problem for
temporal interaction networks [21, 27, 29], and present our learning
problem with inputs and outputs. Different from conventional dynamic graphs that are defined as a sequence of discrete snapshots,
the temporal interaction network is represented as a collection of
temporal edges. Each node is associated with multiple timestamped
edges at different timestamps, which results in the different occurrences of node v = {v t1 , . . . , vT }. For example, in Fig. 3, the
node va is associated with three occurrences {vat1 , vat2 , vat3 } that appear at timestamps t 1 , t 2 and t 3 . The formal definitions of temporal
occurrence and temporal interaction network are given as follows.
Definition 1 (Temporal Occurrence). In a temporal interaction network, a node v is associated with a bag of temporal occurrences v = {v t1 , v t2 , . . .}, which instance the occurrences of node v
at timestamps {t 1 , t 2 , . . .} in the network.

Figure 3: An example of node va and its temporal occurrences. (a) A miniature of a temporal interaction network.
(b) The occurrences of node va that appear at t 1 , t 2 and t 3 .
Definition 2 (Temporal Interaction Network). A teme = (Ve, E)
e is formed by a collection of
poral interaction network G
nodes Ve = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , vn } and a series of timestamped edges Ee =
te
te
te
t
{e 1 1 , e 2 2 , ..., emem }, where ei i = (uei , vei )tei .
In the static setting, existing works [30] define the network
neighborhood N (v) of node v as a set of nodes that are generated
through some neighborhood sampling strategies. Here, we generalize the notion of network neighborhood to the temporal interaction
network setting as follows.
Definition 3 (Temporal Network Neighborhood). Given
a temporal occurrence v tv at timestamp tv , the neighborhood of v tv
tv
tv
is defined as NFT (v tv ) = {vi i | fsp (vi i , v tv ) ≤ d NF T , |tv − tvi | ≤
t NF T }, where fsp (·|·) denotes the shortest path between two nodes,
d NF T is the user-defined neighborhood range, and t NF T refers to the
user-defined neighborhood time window.
In [27], the authors define the notion of Temporal Walk, which
is presented as a sequence of vertices following a time-order constraint. In this paper, we relax such a constraint by considering that
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all the nodes within a neighborhood time window [tv − t NF T +
1, tv + t NF T ] are the temporal neighbors of v tv and can be accessed
from v via a random walk. Here, we formally define the k-Length
Temporal Walk as follows.
Definition 4 (k-Length Temporal Walk). Given a tempoe a k-length temporal walkW = {w 1 , . . . , w k }
ral interaction network G,
is defined as a sequence of incident temporal walks traversed one after
another, i.e., w i = (uw i , vw i )twi , i = 1, . . . , k, where uw i and vw i
are the source node and destination node of the i th temporal walk w i
in W respectively.
With all the aforementioned notions, we are ready to formalize
the temporal interaction network generation problem as follows.
Problem 1. Temporal Interaction Network Generation
e which is presented as a colInput: a temporal interaction network G,
lection of timestamped edges {(ue1 , ve1 )te1 , . . . , (uem , vem )tem }.
e′ = (Ve′, Ee′ ) that
Output: a synthetic temporal interaction network G
accurately captures the structural and temporal properties of
e
the observed temporal network G.

3

MODEL

In this section, we introduce TagGen, a graph generative model
for temporal interaction networks. The core idea of TagGen is to
train a bi-level self-attention mechanism together with a family
of local operations to model and generate temporal random walks
for assembling temporal interaction networks. In particular, we
first introduce the overall learning framework of TagGen. Then, we
discuss the technical details of TagGen regarding context sampling,
sequence generation, sample discrimination, and graph assembling
in temporal interaction networks. At last, we present an end-to-end
optimization algorithm for training TagGen.

3.1

A Generic Learning Framework

An overview of our proposed framework is presented in Fig. 4,
which consists of four major stages. Given a temporal interaction network defined by a collection of temporal edges (i.e., timestamped interactions), we first extract network context information
of temporal interaction networks by sampling a set of temporal
random walks [27] via a novel sampling strategy. Second, we develop a deep generative mechanism, which defines a set of simple
yet effective operations (i.e., addition and deletion over temporal
edges) to generate synthetic random walks. Third, a discriminator
is trained over the sampled temporal random walks to determine
whether the generated temporal walks follow the same distributions as the real ones. At last, we generate temporal interaction
network, by collecting the qualified synthetic temporal walks via
the discriminator. In the following subsections, we describe each
stage of TagGen in details.
Context sampling. Inspired by the advances of network embedding approaches [30], we view the problem of temporal network
context sampling as a form of local exploration in network neighborhood NFT via temporal random walks [27]. Specifically, given
a temporal occurrence v tv , we aim to extract a set of sequences
that are capable of generating its neighborhood NFT (v tv ). Notice
that in order to fairly and effectively sample neighborhood context,
we should select the most representative temporal occurrences to
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serve as initial nodes from the entire data. Here we propose to
estimate the context importance via computing the conditional probability p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) of each temporal occurrence v tv given its
temporal network neighborhood context NFT (v tv ) as follows.
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) = p(v tv |NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
(v tv )

(1)

(v tv )

where NT
and NS
denote the temporal neighborhood
and structural neighborhood of v tv respectively.
tv i

NT (v tv ) = {vi

||tv − tvi | ≤ t NF T }
tv i
tv
NS (v ) = {vi | fsp (vi i , v tv ) ≤ d NF T }
Intuitively, when p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) is high, it turns
tv

out that v tv
is a representative node in its neighborhood, which could be a good
initial point for random walks; when p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) is low, it
is highly possible that p(v tv ) is an outlier point, whose behaviors
deviate from its neighbors. A key challenge here is how to estimate p(v tv |NFT (v tv )). If p(v tv |NT (v tv )) and p(v tv |NS (v tv )) are
independent to each other, it is easy to see
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) = p(v tv |NT (v tv ))p(v tv |NS (v tv ))
p(v tv |NT (v tv ))

(2)

p(v tv |NS (v tv ))

where
and
can be estimated via
some heuristic methods [27, 30]. However, in real networks, the
topology context and temporal context are correlated to some extend, which has been observed in [7]. For instance, the high-degree
nodes (i.e., p(v tv |NS (v tv )) is high) have a high probability to be
active in a future timestamp (i.e., p(v tv |NT (v tv )) is high) , and vice
versa. These observations allow us to state a weak dependence [1]
between the topology neighborhood distribution and temporal
neighborhood distribution.
Definition 5 (Weak Dependence). For any v tv ∈ Ve, the
corresponding temporal neighborhood distribution p(v tv |NT (v tv ))
and topology neighborhood distribution p(v tv |NS (v tv )) are weakly
dependent on each other, such that, for δ > 0,
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) ≥ δ [p(v tv |NT (v tv ))p(v tv |NS (v tv ))].
Based on Def. 5, here we establish the relationship between
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) and p(v tv |NT (v tv )), p(v tv |NS (v tv )).
Lemma 1. For any v tv ∈ Ve, if the temporal neighborhood distribution p(v tv |NT (v tv )) and topology neighborhood distribution
p(v tv |NS (v tv )) are weakly dependent on each other, then the following inequality holds:
p(v tv |NFT (v tv ))

(3)

p(v tv |NS (v tv ))p(v tv |NT (v tv ))p(NS (v tv ))p(NT (v tv ))
≥α
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
where α = p(vδtv ) .
The proof of this Lemma can be found in Appendix B. Following [30], we assume p(v tv |NS (v tv )) and p(v tv |NT (v tv )) follow
a uniform distribution, where all the temporal entities in a local region are equally important. Then, by computing p(NS (v tv )),
p(NT (v tv )) and p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv )) (e.g., via kernel density estimation approaches [35]), we can infer the context importance
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) based on Eq. 3 for selecting initial nodes.
After selecting the initial temporal occurrence, we use the biased
temporal random walk [27] to extract a collection of temporal walks
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Figure 4: The proposed TagGen framework.
for training TagGen. The key reasons for using random walk based
sampling approaches are their flexibility of controlling sequence
length and the capability of jointly capturing structural and temporal neighborhood context information, as shown in [15, 27, 30].
Sequence generation. To generate the synthetic temporal random
walks, a straightforward solution is to train a sequence model by
learning from the extracted random walks [5]. However, in the
temporal network setting, it is unclear how to mimic the network
evolution and produce temporal interaction networks. Therefore,
in this paper, we design a family of local operations, i.e., Action =
{add, delete}, to perform addition and deletion of temporal entities
and mimic the evolution of real dynamic networks. In particular,
(i)
(i)
e (i) = {e
given a k-length temporal random walk W
w1 , . . . , w
ek },
(i)
e (i)
we first sample a candidate temporal walk segment w
e ∈W
j

e (i) ). In this paper,
following a user-defined prior distribution p(W
e (i) ) follows a uniform distribution, although the
we assume p(W
proposed techniques can be naturally extended to other types of
prior distribution. Then, we randomly perform one of the following
operations with probability pact ion = {padd , pdel et e }.
• add : The add operation is done in a two-step fashion. First,
we insert a place holder token in the candidate temporal walk
t

(i)

segment w
ej = (uwe (i ) , vwe (i ) )
j

(i )
w
ej

, and then replace a new temporal

j

entity v∗tv ∗ with the place holder token such that w
ej is broken
(i)

t

into {(uwe (i ) , v∗)tv ∗ , (v∗, vwe (i ) )
j
j

(i )
w
ej

}. The length of the modified

e (i) would be k + 1.
temporal random walk sequence W
add
• delete : The delete operation removes the candidate temporal
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
e (i) = {e
walk segment w
ej from W
w1 , . . . , w
ej , . . . , w
ek }, such
e (i)
that the length of the modified temporal random walk W
del et e
would be k − 1.

Sample discrimination. To ensure the generated graph context follows the similar global structure distribution as the input, TagGen is equipped with a discriminator model fθ (·), which

Figure 5: Bi-level self-attention.
aims to distinguish whether the generated temporal networks follow the same distribution as the original graphs. For each gene (i)
erated temporal random walk W
act ion after a certain operation
action = {add, delete}, TagGen computes the conditional probabil(1∼l ) ) given the extracted real temporal random
e (i)
ity p(W
act ion |W
(1∼l
)
walks W
= {W (1) , . . . ,W (l ) } as follows.
(i)

(i)

(1∼l )
e
e
p(W
) ∝ pact ion (action)fθ (W
act ion |W
act ion )

(4)

e (i)
where fθ (·) computes the likelihood of observing W
act ion given the
(1∼l
)
(1)
(l
)
training data W
= {W , . . . ,W }; pact ion (action) weights
e (i)
the proposed operation over W
act ion .
Some recent graph generative frameworks (e.g., [5, 40]) model
the extracted graph sequences via recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
or long short-term memory (LSTM) architectures. However, such
sequential nature inherently prevents parallelism and results in intractable running time for long sequence length [37]. For instance,
GraphRNN [40] requires to map the n-node graph into length-n
sequences for training purposes. Inspired by the recent advances
of Transformer models in nature language processing [37], we
propose to employ self-attention mechanisms to impose global
dependencies among temporal entities (i.e., nodes and temporal
occurrences) and reduce the overall sequential computation load.
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However, direct implementation with standard Transformer parameterization may fail to capture such bi-level dependencies (i.e.,
node-level dependencies and occurrence-level dependencies). Here,
we propose a bi-level self-attention mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5.
In particular, given a k-length temporal random walk W̃ (i) , we
first obtain the d-dimensional representation Z ∈ Rn×d for each
v t (i.e., node v at timestamp t) via temporal network embedding
approaches, e.g., [27]. As each node v is naturally represented as
a bag of temporal occurrences v = {v t 1 , v t 2 , . . . , vT }, the bi-level
self-attention mechanism is designed to jointly learn (1) the dependencies among nodes in G̃ and (2) the dependencies among different
temporal occurrences. Following the notations in [37], we define
the occurrence-level attention Aoc c u ∈ Rnr ×nr and node-level
attention Anod e ∈ Rnr ×nr as follows.

oc c u

A

(vit1 , v tj 2 )

(zit1WQoc c u ) ⊙ (z tj2WKoc c u )
=
p
dk

Algorithm 1 The TagGen Learning Framework.
Input:
e and parameters including
Temporal interaction network G
neighborhood range d NF T , neighborhood time window t NF T ,
number of initial node l, walks per initial temporal occurrences
γ , walk length k and constants c 1 and ξ ∈ (0.5, 1).
Output:
f′ ;
Synthetic temporal interaction network G
1: Sample l initial temporal occurrences based on Eq. 3.
2: Sample γ temporal random walks starting from each initial temporal occurrence with neighborhood range d NF T and neighborhood time window t NF T , and store them in S.
3: Train discriminator fθ based on S.
4: Let S ′ = {}.
5: for i = 1 : γ × l do
e (i) with the first entry in W (i) , i.e., W
e (i) = {w (i) }.
6:
Initialize W
1

(5)
7:
8:

Anod e (vit1 , v tj 2 ) =

(faдд (zit1 )WQnod e ) ⊙ (faдд (z tj2 )WKnod e )
(6)
p
dk

where zit1 (zit2 ) ∈ R1×d is the d-dimensional embedding of node
vit1 (vit2 ); WQoc c u ∈ Rd ×dk and WKoc c u ∈ Rd ×dk are the occurrencelevel query weight matrix and key weight matrix, respectively;
similarly,WQnod e ∈ Rd ×dk andWKnod e ∈ Rd ×dk are the node-level
query weight matrix and key weight matrix, respectively; dk is a
scaling factor; faдд (·) is an aggregation function that summarizes all
the occurrence-level information for each node. For implementation
Í
purposes, we define faдд (vit ) = v t ∈vi zit , such that faдд (vit1 ) =

9:
10:

11:

12:
13:
14:
15:

i

faдд (vit2 ) when t 1 , t 2 . In this way, the entries (i.e., rows) in Aoc c u
and Anod e are exactly aligned. Moreover, we introduce a coefficient
λ ∈ [0, 1] to balance the occurrence-level attention and node-level
attention and obtain the final bi-level self-attention Z s as follows.
Z s = [λ × softmax(Anod e ) + (1 − λ) × softmax(Aoc c u )]V

(7)

where V = WV Z and WV denotes the value weight matrix.
With the single head attention described in Fig. 5, we employ
h = 4 parallel attention layers (i.e., heads) in discriminator fθ (·)
e (i)
for selecting the qualified synthetic random walks W
act ion . The
update rule of the hidden representations in fθ (·) is the same as
the standard Transformer model defined in [37]. At the end of the
stage 3, all of the selected synthetic temporal random walks via the
fθ (·) will be fed to the beginning of Stage 2 (see Fig. 4) to gradually
modify these sequences until the user-defined stopping criteria are
met and the sequences are ready for assembling (Stage 4).
Graph assembling. In the previous stage, we generate synthetic
temporal random walks by gradually performing local operations
on the extracted real temporal random walks. In this stage, we
assemble all the generated temporal random walks and generate
the temporal interaction networks. In particular, we first compute
the frequency counts s(e te ) of each temporal edge e te = (u, v)te
in the generated temporal random walks. To ensure the frequency
counts are reliable, we use a larger number of the extract temporal
random walks from the original graphs to avoid the case where

for c = 1 : c 1 do
(i)
e (i) .
Sample a candidate temporal walk segment w
ej from W
Draw a number random ∼ U ni f (0, 1).
(i)
If random < ξ , perform add operation on w j ; if
(i)
random ≤ ξ , perform delete operation on w j .
e (i)
If discriminator fθ approves the proposal W
act ion , replace
(i)
(i)
e with W
e
W
;
if
not,
continue.
act ion
end for
e (i) into S ′ .
Add W
end for
f′ based on S ′ by ensuring all the temporal occurConstruct G
f′ .
rences and timestamps are included in G

some unrepresented temporal occurrences (i.e., with a small degree) are not sampled. In order to transform these frequency counts
to discrete temporal edges, we use the following strategies: (1)
we firstly generate at least one temporal edge starting from each
temporal occurrence v tv with probability p(v tv , v ∗ ∈ NS (v tv )) =
s(e te =(v,v ∗ )tv )
Í
s(e te =(v,v ∗ )tv ) to ensure all the observed temporal oc∗
t
v ∈NS (v v )

e are included; (2) then we generate at least one tempocurrences in G
s(e te )
ral edge at each timestamp with probability p(e te ) = Í
tei ;
t
ei ei

s(e i

)

(3) we generate the temporal edges with the largest counts until
the generated graph has the same edge density as the original one.

3.2

Optimization Algorithm

To optimize TagGen, we use stochastic gradient descent [6] (SGD) to
learn the hidden parameters of TagGen. The optimization algorithm
is described in Alg. 1. The given inputs include the Temporal intere neighborhood range d N , neighborhood time
action network G,
FT
window t NF T , number of initial nodes l, walks per initial nodes
γ , walk length k, the number of operations per sequence c 1 , and
constant parameters ξ ∈ (0.5, 1). With ξ > 0.5, we enforce the
number of add operation to be larger than the number of delete
operation. In this way, we can avoid the case of generating zeroentry temporal random walk sequences. From Step 1 to Step 3, we
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Figure 6: Average score favд (·) comparison with six metrics across seven temporal networks. Best viewed in color. We cut off
high values for better visibility. (Smaller metric values indicate better performance)
sample a set of temporal random walks S from the input data and
train the discriminator fθ (·). Step 4 to Step 14 is the main body of
TagGen, which generates the exactly sample number of temporal
e (i)
random walks as in S. We firstly initial each synthetic walk W
(i)
(i)
(i)
e
with first entry in W , i.e., W = {w 1 }. From Step 7 to Step 12,
we perform c 1 times operations (i.e., add and delete) to generate
e (i) and use discriminator fθ (·)
context for each synthetic walk W
to select the qualified temporal random walks to be stored in S ′ .
f′ based on S ′ by ensuring all
In the end, Step 15 constructs the G
f′ as
the temporal occurrences and timestamps are included in G
discussed in the previous subsection regarding Stage 4.

4

N-Component) for evaluation, which are elaborated in Appendix
D. As all of these metrics are designed for static graphs, here we
generalize the aforementioned metrics to the dynamic setting in the
form of mean value and median value. In particular, given the real
f′ and a user-specific metric fm (·),
e the synthetic one G
network G,
t
we first construct a sequence of snapshots Set (Se′ ), t = 1, . . . ,T ,
f′ ) by aggregating from the initial timestamp to the current
e (G
of G
timestamp t. Then, we measure the averaged/median discrepancy
(in percentage) between the original graph and the generated graph
in terms of the given metric fm (·) as follows.
e′t
et
f′, fm ) = Meant =1:T (| fm (S ) − fm (S ) |)
eG
favд (G,
fm (Set )

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our proposed
TagGen framework across seven real temporal networks in graph
generation and data augmentation. Additional results regarding
scalability analysis are reported in Appendix E.

4.1

Experiment Setup

Data Sets: We evaluate TagGen on seven real temporal networks,
including DBLP [43], SO [43], MO [29], WIKI [23], EMAIL [29],
MSG [28] and BITCOIN [20]. The statistics of data sets are summarized in Appendix C.
Comparison Methods: We compare TagGen with two traditional
graph generative models (i.e., Erdös-Rényi (ER) [9] and BarabásiAlbert (BA) [3]), two deep graph generative models (GAE [18],
NetGAN [5]), and two dynamic graph generators based on temporal network embedding approaches (HTNE [46], DAE [13]). Note
that HTNE and GAE are not designed for graph generation. To generate temporal networks, we utilize the learned temporal network
embedding to construct the adjacency matrix at each timestamp.
Evaluation Metrics: We consider six widely-used network properties (i.e., Mean Degree, Claw Count, Wedge Count, PLE, LCC,

f′, fm ) = Mediant =1:T (|
eG
fmed (G,

4.2

t
fm (Set ) − fm (Se′ )
|)
fm (Set )

Quantitative Results for Graph Generation

We compare TagGen with six baseline methods across seven dynamic networks regarding six network property metrics in the form
of favд (·) and fmed (·) are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. For the static
methods, we apply them on the constructed graph snapshots at
each timestamp and then report the results. In all of these figures,
the performance is the smaller metric values, the better. For the
sake of better visualization, the values of the scores are set to be
one if any value is greater than 1. We draw several interesting observations from these results. (1) TagGen outperforms the baseline
methods across the six evaluation metrics and seven data sets in
most of the cases. (2) The random graph algorithms (i.e., ER and
BA) perform well (i.e., close to TagGen and better than NetGAN
and GAE) with Mean Degree (shown in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 7 (a)), but
perform worse than the competitors with most of the other metrics.
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Figure 7: Median score fmed (·) comparison on six metrics across seven temporal networks. Best viewed in color. We cut off
high values for better visibility. (Smaller metric values indicate better performance)

(a) Mean Degree

(b) Claw Count

(c) Wedge Count
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(e) PLE

(f) N-Component

Figure 8: The comparison results on the six evaluation metrics across 117 timestamps in BITCOIN data set. Best viewed in
color. The algorithm better fitting the curve of the original graph (colored in blue) is better.

This is because such random graph algorithms are often designed
to model a certain structural distribution (e.g., degree distribution)
while falling short of capturing many other network properties
(e.g., LCC and wedge count).
To further demonstrate the performance of TagGen, we experiment with the BITCOIN data set and evaluate the performance of
all algorithms in terms of six different metrics in each timestamp.
By doing this, we want to explore how the performances of the
different methods change over 117 timestamps in the BITCOIN data
set. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8, where the X-axis
represents timestamp, and the Y-axis represents the value of a metric (labeled under each figure). In general, we observe (1) all the

methods perform similarly well on Mean Degree metric; (2) TagGen
consistently performs better than the baseline methods across six
metrics and 117 timestamps as TagGen (colored in red) better fits
the curves of the original graph (colored in blue). A simple guess
here is that TagGen is the only dynamic graph generative model
that can better track the trend of network evolution.

4.3

Case Studies in Data Augmentation

Anomaly Node Detection: In real-world networks, the performance of anomaly detection algorithms is often degraded due to
data sparsity. Here, we conduct a case study of boosting the performance of anomaly node detection in SO data set via data augmentation. In particular, we select the labeled network SO as our
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(a) Anomaly detection

(b) Link prediction
Figure 9: Data Augmentation in SO
evaluation data and consider a minority class (8%) in SO as the
anomalies. In particular, we conduct 10-fold cross-validation and
employ Recall@K as the evaluation metric, where K is the total
number of anomaly nodes in the test set. To assess the performance
of anomaly node detection with data augmentation, we use the
generative models to synthesize temporal edges and inject them
into the original graph. Then, we encode the augmented temporal
network into a node-wised representations [27], which is fed into
the logistic regression model as inputs for classifying the malicious
nodes. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 (a), where
No Augmentation (red dotted line) shows the result (Recall@K =
44.8%) of logistic regression directly trained on the embedding of
the original graph without augmentation. The height of the bars indicates the average value of Recall@K, and the error bars represent
the standard deviation in 10 runs. We observe that our proposed
method boosts Recall@K to 67.6% (22.8% improvement over the
base model No Augmentation), while our best competitor NetGAN
only achieves 54.3% (9.5% improvement over No Augmentation).
Link Prediction: In this experiment, we randomly select 50% of
edges as the training data and the rest as the test data. Then, we
compute the node embedding of both the original graph and the
generated graph via CTDNE [27]. At last, we concatenate the two
sets of node embedding and feed them into a logistic regression
model to perform link prediction on the test data. In Fig. 9 (b), the
height of the bars indicates the average value of accuracy, and the
error bars represent the standard deviation in 10 runs. It can be
seen that NetGAN and GAE barely improve the performance of link
prediction, while our proposed method TagGen increases the accuracy rate by 2.7% over the base model without data augmentation.

5

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the related works regarding dynamic network mining and graph generative model.
Dynamic Network Mining. Recently, significant research interests have been observed in developing deep models for dynamic
networks. Most existing work models the dynamic networks as
time-evolving graphs, which aggregate temporal information into
a sequence of snapshots. For instance, [24] proposes a network
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embedding approach for modeling the linkage evolution in the
dynamic network; [26] proposes a graph attention neural mechanism to learn from the spatial-temporal context information of
the time-evolving graphs; [41] proposes Spatio-Temporal Graph
Convolutional Networks with complete convolutional structures,
enabling faster training speed while tackling the issue of the high
non-linearity and complexity of traffic flow. However, these approaches may not be able to fully capture the rich temporal context
information in the data due to the aggregation over time. For this
reason, the authors of [27] proposed to learn network embedding for
temporal interaction networks by developing a family of temporally
increasing random walks to extract network context information.
In this paper, we propose a generic framework to further model
and generate the temporal interaction networks by mimicking the
network evolution process in real dynamic systems. To the best of
our knowledge, TagGen is the first deep graph generative model
designed for temporal networks.
Graph Generative Model. Early studies of graph generative
models include the explicit probabilistic models [8, 9], stochastic
block models [11], preferential attachment models [2, 3, 19], exponential random graph models [32], the small-world model [14],
and Kronecker graphs [22]. In addition to the static models, some
attempts have also been made for generating dynamic graphs. For
instances, [10] proposes a dynamic graph generation framework
that is able to control the network diameter for a long-time horizon; [31] develops a graph generator that models the temporal motif
distribution. However, all of the aforementioned approaches basically generate graphs relying on some prior structural assumptions.
Hence, such methods are often hand-engineered and cannot directly learn from the data without prior knowledge or assumptions.
The recent progress in deep generative models (e.g., [12, 17]) has
attracted a surge of attention to model the graph-structured data.
For example, in [5, 45], the authors propose to capture the structural
distribution of graphs via generative adversarial networks; in [40],
the authors propose a framework to decompose graph generation
into two processes: one is to generate a sequence of nodes, and
the other is to generate a sequence of edges for each newly added
node. This paper proposes a deep generative framework to model
dynamic systems and generate the temporal interaction networks
via a family of local operations to perform the addition and deletion
of nodes and edges.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose TagGen - the first attempt to generate
temporal networks by directly learning from a collection of timestamped edges. TagGen is able to generate graphs that capture important structural and temporal properties of the input data via a novel
context sampling strategy together with a bi-level self-attention
mechanism. We present comprehensive evaluations of TagGen by
conducting the quantitative evaluation in temporal graph generation and two case studies of data augmentation in the context of
anomaly detection and link prediction. We observe that: (1) TagGen
consistently outperforms the baseline methods in seven data sets
with six metrics; (2) TagGen boosts the performance of anomaly
detection and link prediction approaches via data augmentation.
However, key challenges remain in this space. One possible future
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direction is to develop generative models that can jointly model
the evolving network structures and node attributes in order to
generate attributed networks in the dynamic setting.
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NOTATIONS

Symbol

Description

e = (V
e, E)
e
G
e = {v 1, . . . , v n }
V

temporal interaction network
e
the set of nodes in G

te
t
Ee = {e 1 1 , ..., emem }

v=

{v t1 ,

..

. , v tT

}

e
the set of temporal edges in G
node v with its occurrences at {t 1, . . . , tT }

e t = (u, v)t

temporal edge between u and v at timestamp t

W = {w 1, . . . , w k }
f = {w
W
e1, . . . , w
ek }

the k-length temporal walk

NF T (·)

the neighborhood function

n

the total number of nodes

nr

the total number of temporal occurrences

m
T

the total number of temporal edges
e
the total number of timestamps in G

⊙

Hadamard product

the synthetic k-length temporal walk

Network

ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

Lemma 1. For any v tv ∈ Ve, if the temporal neighborhood distribution p(v tv |NT (v tv )) and topology neighborhood distribution
p(v tv |NS (v tv )) are weakly dependent on each other, then the following inequality holds:

D

p(v tv |NFT (v tv ))
≥α

Nodes

Temporal Edges

Timestamps

EMAIL
986
332,334
26
DBLP
1,909
8,237
15
WIKI
7,118
95,333
6
MSG
1,899
20,296
28
BITCOIN 3,783
24,186
117
SO
3,262
13,077
36
MO
13,840
195,330
20
Table 2: Statistics of the network data sets.

Table 1: Symbols

B

DATA STATISTICS

We evaluate TagGen on seven real temporal networks. Specifically,
DBLP [43] is a citation network that contains bibliographic information of the publications in IEEE Visualization Conference from 1990
to 2015; SO [43] and MO [29] are two collaboration networks where
each node represents a user, and the edge represents one user’s
comments on another user; WIKI [23] is a voting network, where
each edge exists if the contributors vote to elect the administrators; EMAIL [29] and MSG [28] are two communication networks,
where an edge exists if one person sends at least one email/message
to another person at a certain timestamp; BITCOIN [20] is a whotrusts-whom network where people trade with bitcoins on a Bitcoin
Alpha platform.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

(8)

p(v tv |NS (v tv ))p(v tv |NT (v tv ))p(NS (v tv ))p(NT (v tv ))
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))

where α = p(vδtv ) .
e the context importance p(v tv |NFT (v tv ))
Proof. For any v tv ∈ G,
can estimated as
p(v tv |NFT (v tv )) = p(v tv |NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
=

p(v tv , NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))

(9)

In the experiments, we set the batch size to be 128, the number
of epochs to be 30, the representation size of the node embedding
to be 80, the number of head to be 4, the initial learning rate to
be 0.003, the bi-level self-attention parameter λ = 0.5, d NF T = 1,
t NF T = 1, the number of initial nodes l to be the number of the
total nodes, walks per initial nodes γ = 3, walk length k = 20, and
constants c 1 = 20 and ξ = 0.6. Besides, we outline the computation
formula and description regarding the six evaluation metrics used
in our experiments in Table 3. All the code and data are publicly
available at an anonymous Github repository∗ . The experiments are
performed on a Windows machine with eight 3.8GHz Intel Cores
and a single 16GB RTX 5000 GPU.

E ADDITIONAL RESULTS
Since the corresponding temporal neighborhood distribution
p(v tv |NT (v tv )) and topology neighborhood distribution p(v tv |NS (v tv )) We analyze the scalability of TagGen, by recording the running time
satisfy a weak dependence, we can easily have
(i.e., the sum of the training time and the time for graph generation)
of TagGen on a series of synthetic graphs with increasing size. To be
specific, we generate the synthetic graphs via ER algorithm [9], by
tv
tv
p(v |NFT (v ))
which we can easily control the number of nodes and the number
p(v tv )p(NS (v tv )|v tv )p(NT (v tv )|v tv )
of edges in a graph. In the experiments, we set the batch size to
≥δ
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
be 128, the length of the random walk to be 20, the number of
epochs to be 30, i.e., the same parameter settings as in the previous
p(v tv | NS (v tv ))p(NS (v tv )) p(v tv | NT (v tv ))p(NT (v tv ))
t
v
p(v )
p(v tv )
p(v tv )
subsection. In Fig. 10 (a), we fix the edge density to be 0.005, set the
=δ
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
initial number of nodes to be 500, and increase the number of nodes
by 500 each time. In Fig. 10 (b), we fix the number of nodes to be
p(v tv |NS (v tv ))p(v tv |NT (v tv ))p(NS (v tv ))p(NT (v tv ))
(10)
=α
5,000 and increase the edge density from 0.005 to 0.05. Based on the
p(NS (v tv ), NT (v tv ))
∗ https://github.com/davidchouzdw/TagGen
□
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results in Fig. 10, we observe that the complexity of the proposed
method is almost linear to the number of nodes. Besides, when we
fix the number of nodes and increase the edge density, the running
time also increases linearly.
Metric name

Computation

Mean Degree

E[d (v)]

Claw Count

Í

Wedge Count

Í

v ∈V

d (v )
3

d (v )
v ∈V
2

LCC

maxf ∈F ∥f ∥

PLE

Í
1 + n( u ∈V log( dd (u) ))−1

N-Component

|F |

min

Description
Mean degree of nodes in
the graph.
Number of the claw of the
graph.
Number of wedges of the
graph.
Size of the largest connected
component of the graph,
where F is the set of all
connected components in
the graph.
Exponent of the power-law
distribution of the graph.
Number of connected
components, where F is the
set of all connected
components in the graph.

Table 3: Graph statistics for measuring network properties.

(a) Running time vs. # of nodes

(b) Running time vs. edge density
Figure 10: Scalability Analysis

